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We demonstrate that x-ray fluorescence emission, which cannot maintain a stationary interference
pattern, can be used to obtain images of structures by recording photon-photon correlations in the manner
of the stellar intensity interferometry of Hanbury Brown and Twiss. This is achieved utilizing femtosecond-
duration pulses of a hard x-ray free-electron laser to generate the emission in exposures comparable to the
coherence time of the fluorescence. Iterative phasing of the photon correlation map generated a model-free
real-space image of the structure of the emitters. Since fluorescence can dominate coherent scattering, this
may enable imaging uncrystallised macromolecules.
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Introduction.—X-ray fluorescence provides identifica-
tion of elements, whose distributions are usually mapped
by scanning a focused x-ray or electron beam across a
sample at a spatial resolution determined by the beam
size [1]. Recently, a form of x-ray imaging was proposed
that recovers the structure of fluorescing objects in a
fundamentally different way, through the correlation of
angularly resolved fluorescence counts [2]. Similar to
intensity interferometry of Hanbury Brown and Twiss
[3,4], structural information is revealed from the correlation
of photons arriving in individual photodetectors (here,
pixels of a million-element pixel-array detector). In the
classical view, waves from independent emitters will inter-
fere if they arrive at the detector and overlap within the
coherence time of the emission τc, which is less than 1 fs
for K-shell fluorescence from most elements. Using

femtosecond-duration pulses from x-ray free-electron
lasers, it becomes possible to excite fluorescence in atoms
throughout a sample within a time comparable to τc, such
that this interference can be observed without the need for a
fast gating detector [2,5–7]. Unlike elastic scattering, where
the phases of scattered waves have stationary phase relation-
ships with each other that are dependent on the positions of
the scatterers in three-dimensional space, the phases of the
fluorescencewaves have no such stationary relationship and
fluctuate from pulse to pulse. The so-called intensity speckle

patterns, Iðk⃗Þ, arising from this interference of waves with
random phases, thus also differ from pulse to pulse. Here the

wave vector of the emitted wave is defined with jk⃗j ¼ 1=λ
for a wavelength λ. The sum of a large number of
these patterns results in a uniform intensity, equivalent to
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a long-exposure fluorescence measurement. Structural
information can nevertheless still be recovered from the
dataset by averaging photon-photon correlations over pairs
of detector pixels, as

gð2Þðq⃗Þ ¼ hIðk⃗Þ · Iðk⃗þ q⃗Þik⃗
hIðk⃗Þi2

k⃗

¼ 1þ βjgð1Þðq⃗Þj2

¼ 1þ β
jFðq⃗Þj2
jFð0Þj2 ; ð1Þ

an expression known as the Siegert relation [8]. The term
jgð1Þj is equal to the normalized magnitude of the Fourier
transform F of the arrangement of the emitters, with a
proportionality factor β that depends inversely on the
number of coherent modes contributing to the measured
intensities. This term jgð1Þj provides information on the
spatial frequencies of the emission distribution over a
volume of reciprocal space subtended by all wave vector
differences q⃗ ¼ k⃗1 − k⃗2 between pairs of detector pixels and
hence extends to a spatial resolution dictated by the greatest
angular separation of pixels in the detector (rather than on
the largest scattering angle) [2]. An image of the real-space
structure itself may then be obtained by a synthesis of the
Fourier coefficients F, which, however, can only be
achieved after retrieving the phases of these complex-valued
terms. The solution of this “phase problem” has a long
history in crystallography, and can usually be obtained
directly for compact nonperiodic objects using iterative
algorithms [9]. This method has been dubbed incoherent
diffractive imaging [2] or fluorescence intensity correlation
imaging [10].
In practice, this method of imaging faces the challenge

that when sufficiently sampled, the detected intensity
patterns Iðk⃗Þ are only sparsely populated by photon counts.
Furthermore, the signal to noise ratio (SNR) of gð2Þ
decreases with increasing size and complexity of the
emission structure [11]. Another difficulty is that the
visibility factor β diminishes as the inverse of the duration

of the excitation pulse relative to the fluorescence coher-
ence time. The Kα emission from copper, used here,
has a coherence time of τc ¼ 0.6 fs, given by twice the
radiative lifetime ℏ=Γ [8,12] for a spectral linewidth of
Γ ¼ 2.17 eV [13]. The reduction of β and the SNR due to
these factors may require the recording of many millions of
detector frames to obtain an interpretable map of jgð1Þðq⃗Þj2,
even for a simple structure. Since the SNR depends on the
square of the peak intensity, this approach only becomes
feasible with high-brightness pulsed sources such as x-ray
free-electron lasers. So far, the use of fluorescence photon
correlations has been successfully applied in the optical
domain to characterize very small samples [14]. At x-ray
energies, the method has been used to estimate the
excitation pulse duration [5] and to determine the size of
a focused x-ray beam illuminating a fluorescing foil [6].
In these two cases the number of emitters per real-space
resolution element was large, and only the strength and
width of the zero-order peak of jgð1Þðq⃗Þj2 was determined,
where the signal is high. Here, we demonstrate photon
correlation imaging of a structured emission distribution of
a Cu foil and give the first unequivocal demonstration that
the method can be used to obtain a real-space image of a
fluorescing structure in the x-ray domain.
Figure 1(a) illustrates the geometry of the experiment

which was carried out at the MID instrument of the
European XFEL [15]. X-ray free-electron laser (XFEL)
pulses were generated with a nominal duration of 10 fs and
a photon energy of 9.00 keV—just above the Cu K
absorption edge. These were focused onto a 20 μm-thick
Cu foil to generate fluorescence photons. The foil is thicker
than the 3 μm length of a 10 fs incident pulse. Fluorescence
is therefore generated in time as this pulse propagates
through the thickness of the foil, which exits the rear 67 fs
after it enters the front. Nevertheless, in the forward
scattering direction, all generated fluorescence arrives
nearly simultaneously at the detector, providing a coher-
ence volume in the sample that is longer than the coherence
length of the fluorescence [16]. The fluorescence in the
forward direction was detected using an adaptive gain

FIG. 1. (a) Simplified sketch of the experimental setup. (b) Simulated intensity distribution in the focal plane with the phase grating.
(c) Photon counts at the AGIPD, measured with the phase grating, averaged over 58 million patterns. This is a flat distribution without
any apparent structural information. The mean photon count per pixel per frame was hIi ¼ 0.0077.
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integrating pixel detector (AGIPD) with one million pixels
[17]. A Ni filter and a beamstop were used to block Cu Kβ
radiation and elastic scattering from reaching the detector.
The AGIPD was placed 8 m downstream of the emitting
object to achieve sufficient angular resolution to sample
speckle intensities arising from objects as big as 6 μm (see
Supplemental Material [18]). This detector has single-
photon sensitivity, and photon-photon correlations were
computed between pairs of pixels not affected by shadows
or elastic scattering. The detector is able to read 3520
frames per second, matched to the delivery of pulses from
the XFEL. This capability, coupled with a scheme that
moved a fresh area of Cu foil into the illumination on each
pulse, allowed us to obtain a dataset with 58 million
patterns, collected in less than 5 hours (see Appendix A).
To demonstrate the ability to recover a two-dimensional

real-space image of a fluorescing structure, a pattern
consisting predominantly of two 300 nm diameter spots
separated by 860 nm was created by placing a diamond
phase grating into the focused beam path as described in
Appendix A. The calculated intensity distribution at the
focal plane is shown in Fig. 1(b). When the Cu foil is
located in this plane the fluorescence emission structure
replicates the spot pattern.
Experiment.—Determination of the visibility factor β:

The short-duration XFEL pulses were generated with a
pulse energy of 150 μJ to 350 μJ. After transmission
through the beamline and the focusing optics, the energy
of the pulses impinging on the Cu foil ranged from 3 μJ
to 7 μJ, or 2 × 109 to 5 × 109 photons, and the intensity
in the focus exceeded 1 × 1018 Wcm−2. An average of
58 300 000 recorded AGIPD frames is shown in Fig. 1(c).
Excluding shadows of the beamstop and entrance window,
and masked regions of artifacts and bad pixels, the
distribution of photon counts is relatively flat with a mean
value of 0.0077 per pixel per pulse. This is comparable to
0.0063 photons per pixel estimated from the instrument
detection efficiency and the production of fluorescence
calculated from cold Cu cross sections. Some shadows of
dust and debris can be discerned, likely on the Kapton
entrance window downstream of the Cu disc. These
features were excluded from the analysis. The number of
pixels used in each detector frame to compute the corre-
lations was 774 000.
To determine the visibility factor β of fluorescence photon

correlations, and to first locate the focal plane, a single
emission spot of 300 nm diameter was used by removing the
diamond grating from the incident FEL beam. Since gð2Þ is
proportional to the Fourier transform of the fluorescence
emission, the best focus is found where the width of the
correlation map is maximum (indicating the largest fluores-
cence speckle width, caused by the smallest transverse
emitter distribution). A map of gð2Þðq⃗Þ − 1 obtained from
2 870 000 frames is shown in Fig. 2, at the longitudinal
position z of the Cu foil that gave the largest correlation

width (see Appendix B). A Gaussian fit of this map reveals
an astigmatic focus with full widths at half maximum
(FWHM) in two orthogonal directions of ð640� 40Þ nm
and ð480�30Þ nm, and a visibility β ¼ 0.018� 0.002.
The visibility factor gives the inverse of the number

of participating modes. It can thus be used to estimate
the pulse duration T, relative to the coherence time.
Accounting for the polarization states of the fluorescence
photons and the presence of Kα1 and Kα2 emission, we find
β ≈ 5τc=ð27TÞ (see Appendix B). Given τc ¼ 0.6 fs, we
therefore obtain an effective FWHM pulse duration (for a
Gaussian pulse shape) of T ¼ ð6.2� 0.8Þ fs.
Imaging of a fluorescing structure: Detector frames,

recording emission from predominantly two separated
spots as indicated by Fig. 1(b), were obtained with the
phase grating inserted in the incident XFEL beam. The
expected gð2Þ signal, given this emission structure and a
visibility of β ¼ 0.018, is presented in Appendix A, Fig. 4.
This gð2Þ map is dominated by a fringe pattern, as one
would expect from the interference of light from two
sources, yet revealed in this case only in the photon-photon
correlations to give the square modulus of the Fourier
transform of the emission structure [Eq. (1)]. The orienta-
tion of the grating bars in the experiment, and in this
calculation, was set to be 17° from horizontal to avoid
producing a signal that modulates in a direction parallel to
detector rows or columns (which may give false correla-
tions due to detector common modes).
The experimental gð2Þ − 1 signal, obtained from 58 mil-

lion recorded frames, is displayed in Fig. 3(a) on a
logarithmic scale (an offset of 1 × 10−4 was added for this
representation). It shows a fringe pattern that is comparable
to the predicted pattern. Fringes to the third order can be
discerned, showing that the signal extends to jqj ≈ 4 μm−1.

FIG. 2. gð2Þ signal of Cu Kα fluorescence with the Cu foil
located in the focal plane (z ¼ 0), without the phase grating. An
offset of 1 × 10−4 was added for the logarithmic representation.
The rms width of a fitted Gaussian is marked, with σ1 ¼ ð272�
17Þ nm and σ2 ¼ ð204� 13Þ nm. See Appendix B for details.
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The rms of the background is measured at 3.52 × 10−5,
which can be considered the noise floor. A projection of the
gð2Þ − 1 signal is shown in Fig. 3(b) along the direction of
the grating modulation [summing pixels between the red
dashed lines in Fig. 3(a)].
An image of the fluorescing structure cannot be obtained

from the Fourier magnitude of the structure alone, but
requires knowledge of the Fourier transform phase map,
which is not provided by the gð2Þ measurement. We obtained
this via iterative phase retrieval [9], by constraining the
image to be the most compact structure consistent with the
Fourier magnitudes jFðq⃗Þj determined from the map
given in Fig. 3(a). We carried out phasing using the
“Shrinkwrap” algorithm [23] (see Supplemental Material
[18]). The reconstructed image of the fluorescing structure,
obtained by averaging 1000 phase retrieval trials, is shown in
Fig. 3(c). It shows two well-resolved diffraction spots of the
grating, one slightly more intense than the other. Each spot
has a FWHM of about 400 nm.
Discussion.—The results depicted in Fig. 3 indicate the

feasibility of imaging via the correlation of hard x-ray
fluorescence photons, as recently proposed by Classen et al.
[2]. In the classical view, photons emitted from independent
atoms generate measurable interference if their arrival at the
detector coincides within the coherence time of those
photons. Unlike the intensity interferometry of Hanbury
Brown and Twiss, which relies upon selecting a narrow
bandwidth of the thermal radiation to provide a coherence
time comparable to the detector response time, we achieve
this by generating the fluorescence with femtosecond-
duration XFEL pulses. In this first demonstration of the
method the pulse duration was about ten times longer than
the 0.6 fs coherence time of Cu Kα radiation, resulting in
the incoherent addition of more than 50 coherent modes in
each measurement (accounting for polarization and the
emission spectrum). The number of detected photons per
pixel per mode was thus μ ¼ hIi=50 ¼ 1.5 × 10−4, gener-
ated by about 1.2 × 108 incident x-ray photons per mode

(200 nJ). Future compact subfemtosecond x-ray sources may
produce similar numbers of photons per mode [24–26].
Since the method is based upon photon-photon corre-

lations, the SNR of the gð2Þ estimate scales favorably with
increasing measured signals μ and with a reduction of the
number of participating modes per measurement [11,27].
Large reductions in the required number of frames, which
scales as 1=SNR2, could therefore be obtained with modest
improvements in source properties. The SNR scales
approximately linearly with contrast β, or inversely with
the number of modes [11]. High-brightness attosecond-
duration photon sources [28] could achieve parity of the
coherence and detection times (five coherent modes), to
accomplish an equivalent SNR with fewer measurements
by a factor of 1=102 (i.e., 580000 frames collected in three
minutes), for the same 1.2 × 108 incident photons per
coherence mode as used here—that is, for the same
incident power of approximately 1 GW. Additional gains
could be achieved by increasing power. For example, a
1 TW incident pulse (0.6 mJ in 0.6 fs) would provide
0.18 photons=pixel=mode, 1000 times more than achieved
here, giving an increase in the SNR by this same factor
(depending on the shape of the object [11]) and thus
requiring only 1=10002 of the number of measurements.
Multiple detectors could be placed to record the isotropic
x-ray fluorescence to increase the number of detected
photons per shot, as well as the number of potential
photon-photon correlations. This will provide a correspond-
ing increase of the SNR [11] as well as the potential to
increase resolution to a limit of λ=2 with detectors
arranged in opposing directions [2]. Together, all these
factors would allow similar results as achieved here with
only tens of pulses. Indeed, when signals of this level are
obtained in million-pixel detectors the number of photon-
photon correlations that can be computed exceeds 1010.
Analyses of several groups [2,10,11,16,27] indicate the
possibility to extract reasonable gð2Þ measurements in such
situations.

(a) (b) (c)

FIG. 3. (a) Measured gð2Þ − 1 signal in logarithmic representation. (b) Cut through the gð2Þ − 1 signal along qy0 and integrated along qx0
within the boundaries indicated in (a). The distance between the boundaries was optimized to achieve maximum fringe visibility.
(c) Reconstructed fluorescence emitter distribution at the Cu disk, to be compared with the simulation in Fig. 1(b).
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A limitation of the incident pulse fluence is given by the
saturation of photoabsorption. Since fluorescence at an
equivalent energy cannot occur more than once per atom
during the coherence time, fluorescence will statistically
fully saturate above I0 ¼ hν=ðσAτcÞ, where σA is the
photoabsorption cross section. For Cu at 9 keV photon
energy, σA ¼ 2.92 × 10−20 cm2 per atom, giving a limit of
I0 ¼ 1 × 1020 Wcm−2, equivalent to the example with a
1 TW incident pulse given above.
Based on our results and these scalings, incoherent

diffractive imaging via correlation of x-ray fluorescence
photons should therefore be feasible to rapidly monitor
the focal distribution [6] and pulse duration [5] of intense
x-ray beams, as well as to obtain high-resolution
three-dimensional images of fluorescing structures for
the real-time analysis of the formation and evolution of
dense plasmas (e.g., in plasma physics and fusion energy
research [10,29]). Our results are also consistent with
predictions to image clusters and single molecules at
atomic resolution [2,10,11]. The small dimensions of such
objects substantially relax the detector angular resolution,
making it practical to record fluorescence over large
solid angles with current pixel-array detectors, thereby
providing atomic resolution. Unlike elastic scattering,
where atomic scattering factors fall precipitously with
scattering angle and require ever greater exposures to
increase spatial resolution, fluorescence is emitted uni-
formly in all directions. Therefore, the imaging of atomic
structures does not necessarily require higher intensities
than discussed here, but may require a similar number of
patterns as here (∼107). Diffraction measurements of single
particles or macromolecules [30,31] could be readily
combined with simultaneous fluorescence measurements,
which themselves could be extended to discriminate
fluorescence photons over a wide spectral range, to image
substructures which could be used to track charge transfer
or progression of oxidation states in the biocomplexes of
photosynthesis [32] or other catalytic systems.
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Appendix A: Fluorescence generation.—X-ray
fluorescence was generated in a 20 μm-thick Cu foil by
excitation with femtosecond-duration x-ray pulses. These
XFEL pulses were focused to a 300 nm spot using two
sets of compound refractive lenses (CRLs) in series with
an effective diameter of 300 μm and a combined focal
length of 300 mm. When placed into this focus, the Cu
foil is damaged by a single pulse, which creates a crater.
Repeated exposures quickly produced a hole bigger than
the focused beam, up to about 15 μm in diameter.
Therefore the foil must be moved to a fresh area after each
exposure. The FEL pulses were produced in trains within
which pulses were separated by 444 ns (2.25 MHz
repetition), so the foil must exceed 30 ms−1, a speed that
was achieved using a spinning foil disc. This disc, of
150 mm diameter, was mounted on a spoked aluminum
frame and spun at rates of up to 4500 rpm. The precise
speed was chosen so that the location of the first pulse in a
train would impact the foil just beyond the angular
position of the last pulse of the previous train. By slowly
translating the spinning foil in a direction transverse to the
beam a single foil could last for many hours with
10 pulse trains per second and 352 pulses per train. This
number matches the frame capacity of the AGIPD.
To produce the structured emission profile to be imaged,

a phase transmission grating, milled into a 42 μm-thick
diamond wafer, could be inserted 25 mm downstream of
the principal plane of the second lens stack to produce a
series of diffracted orders in the focal plane. The grating
period was 80 μm and consisted of equal-width bars of
alternating heights differing by 8.4 μm to give a π phase
difference at a photon energy of 9.0 keV. The complex
transmissions of the bars were thus 1 and −1, producing
dominant �1 orders without any zero order, separated
by 860 nm in the focal plane. The calculated intensity
distribution is shown in Fig. 1(b), and the resulting
simulated gð2Þ signal is displayed in Fig. 4.
Assuming the cold transmission, 20 μm of Cu absorbs

99.4% of the incident beam. The generation and trans-
mission of the fluorescence depends on the depth in the foil
in which it is generated, and it is expected that 5 × 109

incident photons results in an emission of 8.4 × 107

fluorescent photons per steradian in the forward direction.

Appendix B: Locating best focus and determining the
visibility factor β.—In the classical limit, the origin of
the gð2Þð0Þ−1¼hIðk⃗Þ2i=hIðk⃗Þi2−1 map should reveal the
visibility factor β. With low photon counts, however, the
expected value diverges [7,11] and does not give a
reliable analysis. In addition, this value is overly
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sensitive to background as compared with other values of
q⃗, due to elastically scattered photons and detector noise.
Moreover, the computation of gð2Þ along the horizontal
and vertical axes (qx ¼ 0 and qy ¼ 0) suffers from false
correlations along particular readout rows and columns
of the detector (so-called common mode artifacts).
Additionally, charge sharing between neighboring
pixels confounds measurements at ðqx; qyÞ ¼ ð�1;�1Þ.
Approximating the CRL focus by a Gaussian, we deter-
mined β from a fit of the function β exp ð−4π2ðq21σ21 −
q22σ

2
2ÞÞ to the map in Fig. 2. Here, ðq1; q2Þ form a basis

rotated by 38° to ðqx; qyÞ to account for an apparent
astigmatism of the focus. Given that jgð1Þj is proportional
to the Fourier transform of the fluorescence emission,
this fit gives a focus size of FWHM1 ¼ ð640� 40Þ nm,
FWHM2¼ð480�30Þ nm, and a visibility of β ¼ 0.018�
0.002. A plot of the inverse of the focal area, 1=ðσ1σ2Þ,
determined this way is shown in Fig. 5, for displacements
z of the foil along the beam axis. The focus (at z ¼ 0)

can be clearly discerned. The fitted visibility factor at
each position, also displayed in the plot, is approximately
uniform over the defocus range.
The visibility factor gives the inverse of the number of

participating modes. It can thus be used to estimate the
pulse duration T relative to the coherence time. In particular

β ¼ 1

2

Z
∞

−∞
ΠðτÞjγðτÞj2dτ ≈ 1

3

τc
T
; ðB1Þ

where ΠðτÞ ¼ hPðtÞPðtþ τÞi=hPðtÞi2 denotes the normal-
ized autocorrelation of the excitation pulse intensity PðtÞ
and γ is the complex degree of coherence of the fluores-
cence [8,13]. The factor 1=2 in Eq. (B1) appears since the
detector does not discriminate the polarization states of the
fluorescence photons. The approximation to Eq. (B1) is
obtained for a Gaussian excitation with a FWHM pulse
duration T, where PðtÞ ∝ expð−4 logð2Þt2=T2Þ, and
jγðτÞj2 ¼ expð−2jτj=τcÞ. Our measurements do not dis-
criminate Kα1 and Kα2 emission, and thus they will
contribute as mutually incoherent modes. The branching
ratios for the K-shell are RKα;1

¼ 0.581 and RKα;2
¼ 0.297

[33], respectively, so Eq. (B1) must be adjusted by
the factor R2

Kα;1
=ðRKα;1

þ RKα;2
Þ2 þ R2

Kα;2
=ðRKα;1

þ RKα;2
Þ2 ≈

5=9 [27], resulting in

β ≈
5τc
27T

: ðB2Þ

Given τc ¼ 0.6 fs, we therefore obtain an effective
FWHM pulse duration (for a Gaussian pulse shape) of
T ¼ ð6.2� 0.8Þ fs.
Correlation maps at different displacements z were

obtained by recording frames at each position, made during
two separate scans of the z position of the nanofocusing
CRL stack as shown in Fig. 5. The number of recorded
frames per z position was 3 000 000 (20 minutes per
position) for scan 1 and 1 500 000 for scan 2 (10 minutes
per position). However, due to detector failures some
positions in scan 2 were recorded with only about
750 000 frames. The plot in Fig. 5 depicts the inverse of
the focal area, 1=ðσ1σ2Þ obtained from these maps, along
with the fitted visibility factor at each position. The focus
can be clearly discerned, with a beam area varying
quadratically with defocus distance z, consistent with a
numerical aperture of 0.5 × 10−3. The first scan (scan 1)
was made prior to the insertion of 42 μm thickness of
diamond in the converging beam (the substrate of the phase
grating), and the second (scan 2) was made with the
diamond. Even though the flat diamond should have little
effect, a slight shift of the focus was observed. The estimate
of the visibility (and hence the pulse duration) is approx-
imately uniform over the defocus range, although higher
precision is achieved near the focus.

FIG. 5. Inverse of the focal area 1=ðσ1σ2Þ, and the fitted
visibility β, versus defocus z. The data were measured during
two different scans.

FIG. 4. Simulated gð2Þ − 1 signal for the intensity distribution
displayed in Fig. 1(b) with an assumed visibility of β ¼ 0.018.
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